Fugitive

fugitive definition: 1. a person who is running away or hiding from the police or a dangerous situation: 2. (especially of
thoughts or feelings) lasting for only a.The thief was the third fugitive to be arrested at a Jacky Cheung concert in as
many months using software developed by Beijing's Megvii, among the many.Action Harrison Ford and Sela Ward at an
event for The Fugitive () Harrison Ford in The Fugitive () Harrison Ford at an event for The Fugitive ( )
Harrison.Fugitive businessman Low Taek Jho has been actively involved in the affairs of his two Hong Kong-registered
companies, even with Malaysian.fugitive (plural fugitives). A person who flees or escapes and travels secretly from
place to place, and sometimes using disguises and aliases to conceal his/her.Fugitive definition, a person who is fleeing,
from prosecution, intolerable circumstances, etc.; a runaway: a fugitive from justice; a fugitive from a dictatorial
regime.Definition of fugitive - a person who has escaped from captivity or is in hiding.skiathosmemories.com I'm not
going to lie to you; skiathosmemories.com may very well be the best Git wrapper of all time. Check out these features:
View any blob, tree, commit, or tag .Dogging the fugitive every foot of the way is U.S. marshal Sam Gerard (an Oscarwinning turn by Tommy Lee Jones), who announces his intention to search.Define fugitive. fugitive synonyms, fugitive
pronunciation, fugitive translation, English dictionary definition of fugitive. adj. 1. a. Running away or fleeing, as from
.Someone who flees or runs away from the police to avoid capture is a fugitive. " Authorities were looking for three men
who escaped from prison today.10 Jan - 2 min - Uploaded by Movieclips Classic Trailers The Fugitive () Official Trailer
#1 - Harrison Ford, Tommy Lee Jones Movie Subscribe to.Synonyms for fugitive at skiathosmemories.com with free
online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for fugitive.Meaning: "one who flees, a
runaway, a fugitive from justice, an outlaw," from fugitive (adj.). Old French fugitif also was used as a See more
definitions.Fugitive is a two-player card game set in the world of Burgle Bros. One player is a fugitive trying to make it
out of town while being pursued by an unstoppable.
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